Tracks

Tracks is a collection of 23 short essays, each ranging from 2 to 26 pages. Each essay is built around a personal story of hunting, fishing, trapping or ramblings, and Jackson uses these narratives to provoke thought and contemplation regarding our interactions with and place within nature. While I think his goal is very worthwhile and of great value to anyone interested in understanding our relationship with the environment, I found that he was only sometimes successful. Often the stories are simply entertaining anecdotes, and some essays miss the mark entirely. This is not to detract from the compilation however, as a range of success is to be expected in such a compilation of wide-ranging individual stories. When successful, the author is very insightful and provides much food for thought.

Given this objective however, the musings and philosophies are somewhat confined and repetitive in that all are focused around stories of exploitative nature (hunting, fishing, trapping) whereas some of a non-exploitative nature (camping, hiking, canoeing, drifting, etc.) would be welcome. Such a broader approach would illustrate the connection between a contemplative man and nature in a way that does not require the taking of life. As is, I am left with the vague unease that to “connect” with nature it is necessary to kill something. Dr. Jackson is a professor at Mississippi State University and, given that, I would have appreciated some stories and deep reflections arising from his time in the field on his research. It would show the natural environment giving rise to musings in some other aspect of his life besides the exploitative areas of fishing/hunting/trapping.

Why Don’t Woodpeckers Get Headaches? And Other Bird Questions You Know You Want To Ask

The book Why Don’t Woodpeckers Get Headaches? is a collection of letters submitted to The Cape Codder in the “Ask the Bird folks” column, and answered by Mike O’Connor who is a bird watcher, the owner of a birding store, and a born comedian. The letters ask questions of interest to any backyard birder, ranging from how to attract Bluebirds, to buying the bird bath that’s right for you (and your birds) and how to get rid of a squirrel infestation.

The book is divided into eight chapters, each related to a particular area of backyard birding. The first section deals with bringing birds into your yard. O’Connor gives several important tips to attract various birds to your yard, such as having a proper nest box, leaving food that is suited to the birds you hope to attract, having suitable habitat, and most importantly, if you want these birds to stay in your yard, offering birdhouses with low rent, an example of the author’s humourous approach.

Other chapters of the book deal with food issues such as: Peanut Butter is it safe? What birds can you attract with oranges? Should you replace your rotten seeds? Another chapter discusses providing some basic comforts for your avian friends: selecting a quality bird house is obviously a key issue, and is talked about extensively. It is safe to conclude from the various entries that, in housing birds, simplicity is key, and while the four story summer villa with the small picket fence and lawn included may look great at the store, your birds would probably prefer the cheaper wooden box. Also, providing a heated birdbath is quite important; contrary to popular belief, birds don’t enjoy a chilly swim in the middle of December any more than we do.

Even though this book mostly deals with attracting birds, and encouraging their visits, there is an entire section devoted to bird-related problems. People write in to ask: Why are some woodpeckers more attracted